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BCSE Congratulates Joseph R. Biden and Kamala D. Harris on their Victory in the 2020
Presidential Election
Washington, D.C. –The Business Council for Sustainable Energy (BCSE) president Lisa Jacobson issued the following
statement regarding the outcome of the 2020 Presidential election:
“The Business Council for Sustainable Energy congratulates President-elect Joe Biden and Vice President-elect
Kamala Harris on their victory in this historic election.
“The Council looks forward to working with the incoming Biden administration to build durable and equitable
energy policy that addresses the need for affordable, reliable and low-carbon energy, and to help America build
back better.
“The President-elect’s promise to recommit the United States to the Paris Agreement will be a critical first step
towards restoring America’s role as a leader in the international community. Diplomatic re-engagement will
enhance the ability of American companies to compete in a global marketplace that is looking for clean energy
solutions and pathways for a green and sustainable economic recovery.”

###
BCSE is a coalition of companies and trade associations from the energy efficiency, natural gas and renewable energy
sectors, and also includes investor-owned utilities, public power, independent power producers, project developers,
equipment manufacturers, and environmental and energy market service providers. Established in 1992, the Council
advocates for policies that expand the use of commercially-available clean energy technologies, products and
services.
For more information on the Council, please visit www.bcse.org and review BCSE’s Recommendations for Energy and
Climate Change Policy. For the latest industry data, download the Sustainable Energy in America Factbook.
The Clean Energy Business Network (CEBN), a BCSE subsidiary, serves as the small business voice for the clean energy
economy, working to enhance opportunities for clean energy providers through policy support, market and
technology education, and business development assistance. Together, the BCSE and CEBN represent business
interests in every state across America.
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